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Abstract. The increase of the Internet access and the popularity of mobile devices have
influenced the consumption of radio/TV programs on the Web. An alternative for customiza-
tion programming is the use of recommendation systems to adapt the content transmitted
based on the preference of the listeners. The behavior of users accessing content on the Web
is highly uncertain and naturally diffuse. In this paper, we propose an approach based on
fuzzy set theory to analyze the similarity between users of Web radio programs, capturing
similar interests from streaming data available in log files.
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1 Introduction

The increase of Internet access and the popularity of mobile devices have influenced
the consumption of radio and TV programs on the Web. This behavior created a new
scenario for broadcasters because it allows to custom programming models. Usage profiles
can be used for recommendation, for helping to structure web sites and for improving the
user experience [9]. In this context, the similarity between users is extremely important.
It can provide the foundation for organizing and identifying new user patterns [11].

An alternative for customization programming is using recommendation systems to
adapt the content transmitted based on the preference of the listeners. The first step for
implementing such systems is to identify the profile of the audience and the degree of
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interest in the content. For instance, a common feature used as the audience measure is
the time that listeners remain connected to a particular program. Since this is a naturally
vague information, it can be qualified in linguistic form as: little interest, some interest
or much interest of the listener in the radio program. The theory of fuzzy sets is the
ideal tool to deal with this kind of linguist variable. Since the introduction of fuzzy sets
by Zadeh [12], measures of similarity between fuzzy sets have gained attention in many
fields [10], such as image processing, pattern recognition, fuzzy reasoning [4,5]. Similarity
concepts are a common term in classical set theory, as well as in statistics. [2]

In this paper, we propose a new approach to measure the similarity of Web streaming
users, based on fuzzy set theory, capturing similar interests from streaming data available
in log files. The time spent by users listening to a particular program were considered to
calculate our similarity. The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we briefly present
some related work on fuzzy similarity and introduce the proposed approach. The results
are discussed in Section 3. Section 4 is the Conclusion.

2 A Fuzzy Similarity Measure BetweenWeb Streaming Users

Ambiguity is the greatest challenge faced by systems that handle natural language.
According to [3], identifying the real meaning of a given word can be so complicated,
that it is sometimes only possible by consulting the user. Computing with vagueness and
ambiguity is natural done by fuzzy systems. A fuzzy set is a set containing elements with
membership grades varying in the unit interval [0, 1]. A fuzzy subset A of a universe X
is determined by a membership function µA : X → [0, 1], where µA(x) is the membership
grade of the element x ∈ X to the fuzzy subset A.

In recent decades, fuzzy similarity classification has got much attention. It has been
considered as an important research area and different techniques are searched to design
better categorization systems [6]. An interesting work is [1], where the proposal is a
measure employed in a relational fuzzy clustering algorithm to discover clusters capturing
the semantic information incorporated in website usage data. It was proposed a technique
for mining Web usage profiles based on subtractive clustering that scales to large datasets.

In the following, we introduce a fuzzy similarity measure, taking into account the time
the users spend listening to a particular program. For this work we analyzed the logs of
the Icecast6, a free server software for streaming multimedia. Broadcasters divide their
content at events with determined starting and ending time. Figure 1 shows an example
of user access information collected from the streaming server log.

In the first phase, we use a technique to remove all the log content that is not meaning-
ful (e.g., incomplete sessions, short connections). The interrupted and restored connections
within the 5-minute interval is considered as a single session. An user session consists of
an access originated from the same IP within a predefined time period [9].

After the preparation phase, the unique accesses for each user were separated, applied
to a filter and organized in a matrix that relates each user u to the program p that he/she
has been connected to (i.e., an user session), given by T = [tu,p]. Each matrix entry tu,p

6Stream Structure per Mount Point, available at http://www.icecast.org/docs.php.
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Figure 1: Icecast’s access log with description of each information.

indicates the time duration a user has been connected to program p. The time duration
of all programs have been converted to the base 3600 seconds (1 h) in order to maintain
a single scale among all sessions. Algorithm 1 illustrates the pseudocode for filtering the
sessions in each program.

Algorithm 1 Filtering the sessions in each program
if user hr start < prog hr start then . Did the user connect before the program started?

if user hr end < prog hr end then . Did the user disconnect before the program ended?
t = user hr end − user hr start

else t = prog hr end − user hr start . Was the user still listening to the program after the end?
end if

else
if user hr end < prog hr end then . Did the user start listening after the program ended?

t = user hr end − prog hr start
else t = prog hr end − prog hr start . Was the user still listening the program after the end?
end if

end if

In order to analyse the similarity between two users, we proposed an output based on
fuzzy sets. Let U be a set of #U users and P a set of #P programs. It was assumed that
the interest of a user u ∈ U in a program p ∈ P is directly related to the time T he/she
stays connected to p. In this work, time was normalized to base 100 in TN = [ tu∗1003600 , p]
to calculate the interest I. Thus, the data of the matrix TN are processed in the matrix
I = [Ilittleu,p , Isomeu,p , Imuchu,p ], where I is characterized by linguistic terms that qualifies
TN as equations (1), (2) and (3).

Ilittle =

{
50− tnu,p

50
if tnu,p ∈ [0, 50]

0 if tnu,p > 50
(1)

Isome =


tnu,p

50
if tnu,p ∈ [0, 50[

100− tnu,p
50

if tnu,p ∈ [50, 100]
(2)

Imuch =

{
0 if tnu,p < 50
tnu,p − 50

50
if tnu,p ∈ [50, 100]

(3)

The matrix Iu,p converts the user crisp connection time into fuzzy values, according
to its membership grade to three fuzzy sets that qualify the fuzzy linguist variable user
interest. We consider that the higher the value Ilittle, the lower the interest that a user
can have in the content of a program (rule 1). However, if the value Isome is high, then it
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is assumed that the user has some interest in the program content (rule 2). At last, the
higher the value Imuch, the higher the user preference to the program content (rule 3). See
Figure 2.

Figure 2: User interest in a particular program.

The output of the interest function is tuple Iu,p composed by the 3 membership grades
that form the profile of the user’s interest, which is defined by equation (4).

∀p = 1, . . . , P : Iu,p = [Ilittleu,p
, Isomeu,p

, Imuchu,p
]. (4)

We use the defuzzification based on centroid point to obtain the (crisp) numerical value
after applying the T-conorm [8] of the maximum value in Iu,p. The similarity S(u1, u2)
between two users u1 and u2 varies in the closed interval [0, 1] and it is computed by using
the fuzzy similarity S(u1, u2), given by equation (5) [9], where the returned values closer
to 1 represent user profiles with very similar interests, and values closer to 0 represent
little or no similarity.

S(u1, u2) =
Σ#P

p=1 min {Iu1,p, Iu2,p}
Σ#P

p=1 max {Iu1,p, Iu2,p}
, (5)

3 Analysis of the Results

In order to evaluate our approach to measure the similarity between Web streaming
users, we conducted an experiment using 800 unique users sessions distributed among 11
radio programs. The dataset was extracted from access logs in a range of 24 hours. We
derived the degree of interest I for each user in each program and computed the similarity
between all pair of users. In this paper, we present the case of three users uA, uB, uC to
validate the membership function and the fuzzy aggregation.

User uA spent t = 450 seconds in the program p1, enabling the rules 1 and 2, i.e., he
or she belongs to the fuzzy subset Ilittle and Isome. Figure 3 shows the output of interest
I on the membership function Illitle, Isome and Imuch. The fuzzy aggregation is presented
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in Figure 4. We used the T-conorm of max[Ilittle = 0.76, Isome = 0.24, Imuch = 0.0], and
defuzzification process based on centroid to reach the numerical value crisp I = 34.47.

Figure 3: Connection time × interest (low) Figure 4: Aggregation relevance (low)

Figures 5 and 6 show the results for another user uB, in a corresponding way to the
figures presented above. tuB , p1 = 1400, enabling rules 1 and 2 (max[Ilittle = 0.23, Isome =
0.77, Imuch = 0.0]). I = 48.51. Lastly, tuC ,p1 = 3250, enabling rules 2 and 3 (max[Ilittle =
0.0, Isome = 0.19, Imuch = 0.81). I = 68.77 (Figures 7 and 8).

Figure 5: Access time × interest (medium) Figure 6: Aggregation relevance (medium)

Figure 7: Access time × interest (high) Figure 8: Aggregation relevance (high)

Finally, Figure 9 presents the matrix of the computed similarities between a sample
of ten users listening to the program p1. Users who did not listen or missed the program
achieved maximum similarity equal to 1. These users have similar profile when compared
to u0 and u5 as they heard only less than 600 seconds. However, sim(u2, u7) = 1 because
they have the same connection time. Figure 10 refers to all day schedule, highlighting the
heterogeneity in the users profile.
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Figure 9: Matrix of similarities (program p1)

Figure 10: Matrix of similarities (all programs in the 24 hours)

4 Conclusion

According to [1], Web server access logs contain substantial data about the accesses of
users to a website. Hence, if properly exploited, the log data can reveal useful information.
According to [7], the extraction of knowledge from a set of measured data will face both
problems: the attributes of this data can be presented in linguistic terms, which will
usually be subjective and vague, and a rough description of the data elements may be a
cause for indiscernibility among some of them. The behavior of users accessing content
on the Web is highly uncertain and naturally diffuse. Therefore, the fuzzy sets have been
widely used in order to obtain similar groups.

This paper presented a approach of similarity measures based on access logs from a
streaming server using fuzzy sets. As future work, we propose better qualify the interest
adding the frequency that the listener returns to the stream, the program size as linguistic
variable, the aggregation of the results of similarity by type of program and the possibility
to identify the device that the user hears the streaming as a variable of interest.
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